MARIE-PAULE

AND THE

KINGDOM

Thus, the Kingdom to come is both the crowning of MaThe idea for this article came from the attention given to the
content of the present issue of the review. Like in many others rie-Paule’s entire work and, according to her own words, the
and perhaps more so that on other occasions, all, or almost all culmination of all the history of humanity from the time it was
cast back down to earth because of the Sin committed at its
of it, speaks of Marie-Paule and/or the Kingdom.
There are, first of all, the two articles by Father Bruno Ruel, origin, for which Marie-Paule, with Jesus Christ, worked hard
on the “definition” Marie-Paule gave to the paper – today the to make reparation.
What an incomparable prospect! What an unparalleled
review – to which Heaven had told her to give the title of Le
Royaume. Then, there is Hélène Massecar’s summary of vol- hope! While we are living the end of our civilization, Marie-Paule
ume XII of Life of Love and François Gobert’s article entitled promised us – she merited for us! –, the coming of another one
“Putting All One’s Trust in Marie-Paule”. Three of the four texts that will be as close to the Divine as ours has strayed far from
in the column “Priests Speak to Us” speak of the Kingdom to it. So, the best part is yet to come, after the worse which we
come. Finally, there are the two letters in the “Spiritual Letter will have to undergo and courageously bear every day, and we
are doing this in her wake, after her
Box” written by Marie-Paule herself,
example and therefore with her in
and the reply to the request for ena way, for she is the “Mother of the
lightenment made by a member of
1
Kingdom” and she helps us in this
the Work concerning Royalty, presregard.
ently embodied by the Church King.
For, can anyone doubt that, afThus, be it in a direct or indirect
ter
having done so much for the
manner, the review is carrying on
2
coming of the Kingdom, she would
with spreading Marie-Paule’s thinknot assist us on a daily basis in the
ing and her writings in the current
battle to be waged in order to carry
issue as in all those that preceded
on with her Work? She did not sufit. By proceeding in this way, we are
fer so terribly, in a manner that was
assured of not making any mistake,
literally superhuman, for everything
for “the Lady’s word is a word of
to come to a halt some day, even
truth”. Such is our guide and such
3
if we must have the supernatural
is our faith, without ever forgetting
eyes of faith in order to discern the
that all the articles are brought tograndiose coming of the Promised
gether under the title of the Work’s
Land amid the present dimming of
publication which, since May 1982,
the spirit of Man and the moral dehas been called Le Royaume.
cline of Humanity.
This then must be a very importMastheads of the paper Le Royaume:
However, this supernatural gaze
ant, essential perspective for every1. May1982 to December 1992;
which she herself had to the highthing to be linked to it in this way!
2. January 1993 to April 2014;
est degree, the “Mother of all souls”
And Marie-Paule herself wrote so
and then of the review Le Royaume:
has the ability to pass it on to her
much about the Kingdom to come in
3. May 2014 to the present day.
children, provided they are “conso many of her articles published in
nected” with her Person, her Love,
the paper! Here is a small sample:
her Teaching. The more we believe
• “Heaven has prepared everything
so that the peoples may enter into the Kingdom for the reign in Marie-Paule, the better do we see all that she herself saw
when she was living on Earth and all that, now that she is in the
of a thousand years of peace, love and beauty.”
• “In the Terrestrial Kingdom, souls will be modelled in the Heart of God Himself, she spends her divine life accomplishing
splendors of a God of love and, from generation to gener- for us.
It was the Mother of the Kingdom in fact who, as of April
ation, they will rise ever higher and will share in the divine
1988, had clearly set the future of the world at the very center
designs in praise and adoration.”
• “The more the centuries pass in the course of this millenni- of her active life at the time by writing in Le Royaume:
um..., the greater will be the joy in serving God, the more alive • “It will soon be two thousand years since Easter morning
opened the gates of the eternal Kingdom. Soon the gates
the happiness in thanksgiving, the more intense will be the
of the Terrestrial Kingdom will open, something already perlove... This millennium will be mystical, it will be the time of the
ceptible to those who have ‘seen’ and who have ‘believed’.” 2
Kingdom on the new earth blessed by God who is Mercy...”
• “When the ‘True Spirit’ will come, everything will be enlightMarc Bosquart, July 19, 2018
ened and the ‘millennium of the transfiguration’ will explode
with renewed powers in a primacy of love and joy.”
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